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1.

Introduction

From its source draining the southern slopes of Ben Wyvis the Allt Dearg passes through a large
plantation of coniferous woodland before emerging into a flat valley bottom at Achterneed, becoming
the River Peffery.
For additional background details see the Wild Trout Trust advisory visit report (Walker 2009) derived
from information provided by the CFFT and MFSTP.
Once the watercourse becomes the Peffery, there are a number of common issues exhibited within its
short passage to the firth (approx. 8km). The river is impacted by agriculture (arable and grazing) and
agricultural management, urban flood risk management, development pressure, accessibility and town
landscape concerns and finally a short section of tidal influence. It therefore offers a variety of
historical and current common watercourse management constraints to its natural form and function.

1.1

Historical realignment

Once out of the woodland and onto the true floodplain the character of the river changes. Looking at the
course of the river on the current OS series maps, it is probable that the course of the river has been
altered between the track and Millnain on the A843. The majority of the lower Peffery has clearly been
altered however this c. 2km length appears to have been realigned to allow maximum arable use of the
flat floodplain soils. The first kilometre immediately changes direction in a straight line to cut
perpendicularly across the valley floor to the far (south) side of the floodplain. It then turns a 90 degree
bend once it reaches the valley side and continues hugging the valley (and old railway line) until it
reaches the small woodland at Blairninich where it cuts back across the grazed floodplain to the A834.

1.2

Land ownership

This brief report does not look at individual land holdings. Where this information is available it should
be mapped and form part of the decision making process. Working with supportive and locally
influential/respected landowners will benefit ‘demonstration’ work and its ability to persuade/enthuse
others. Also, agreeing schemes with multiple landowners is more time consuming and carried more risk
than identifying sections in one contiguous landholding.

1.3

Catchment context

As part of a bid for SEPA Restoration Funding, the Cromarty Firth Fisheries Trust and partners need to
assess the possible range of restoration options visited in the context of the Peffrey catchment.
The Peffrey can be split into distinct sections on the basis of channel size, gradient, riparian cover,
landuse and salinity. Further sub divisions are possible but not necessarily helpful for a broad
catchment context overview. The sections are:
• Source to Achterneed Sawmill
• Achterneed Sawmill to Strathpeffer STW culvert
• Strathpeffer STW culvert to stock ford adjacent to shelter belt
• Stock ford to Millnain (A834 bridge)
• Millnain (A834) to Mill of Insch Bridge
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• Mill of Insch Bridge to tidal weir
• Tidal weir to Cromarty Firth

This report takes each of these sections and discusses the opportunities for restoration, and in some
cases, the interdependence on upstream and downstream reaches. The catchment context is provided at
the end as a way forward in terms of an overall vision for the Peffery to act as a strategy in which to
implement projects (often opportunistic in nature) to achieve the desired overall improvement to the
watercourse.
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2.

Source to Achterneed Sawmill

Above the Sawmill the gradient flattens out once it begins to flow alongside the railway. The conifers
give way to a broadleaf floodplain terrace woodland. The channel morphology is defined by its
relatively steep and energetic gradient gravel/cobble/boulder strewn bed. This site was visited briefly to
gain a feel for the upper wooded reaches when viewing the abrupt changes that occur once the river
enters its wide flat valley bottom.

Figure 2.1 Wooded upper reaches of the Peffery above the Sawmill.

2.1

Restoration or management options

This reach is morphologically diverse with good bed structure, little visible impact in terms of channel
improvement and ample woody material available to the system. The aim should be to prevent alien
species movement upstream (especially riparian vegetation) and make this reach accessible to Sea Trout
by addressing any passage issues further downstream, as lower down the catchment the vast majority of
potential spawning tributaries are now severely impacted (culverted, heavy agricultural/forestry silt
load, perched above the main channel, etc).
The Trust has identified the possible impact of forestry drainage on the river, which is to be investigated
in conjunction with the Forestry Commission.
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3.

Auchterneed Sawmill to Strathpeffer STW
culvert

As described above, the river flows through arable land, under the Dingwall to Strathpeffer road and
across the floodplain. The channel retains some of its previous gradient to the A834 and then flattens
out as it makes its way towards the far side of the flat valley bottom. The riparian fringe is a narrow
strip of trees around and on top of small field levees, beyond which is arable crops and, on the left bank,
the STW access track.

Figure 3.1 The character changes quickly once the burn leaves the woodland
Figure 3.2 Mature trees line the straight route.
immediately beyond

3.1

The corridor is very narrow with arable farming

Restoration or management options

There is currently little land available to modify the planform of the channel (track and arable fields
constrain this) without significant dialogue with the land owning estate. Options for enhancement of inchannel features do exist. In places the fringing trees and limbs have fallen into or across the channel.
These minor obstructions to bank full flows have created greater diversity of flow and habitat (increased
velocities where channel width has been reduced, scour and downstream deposition of gravel and
cobbles and overhanging cover and shade). At the same time the trees are generally still live and
continue to function as bank stabilisation for the narrow (and sometimes obviously ‘repaired’ banks)
preventing bank erosion (an issue for the landowner).
The most feasible approach here would be work with the landowner to agree setting back of the right
and/or left bank field margin (the track constrains the left bank to some degree) and look at widening the
river’s ‘corridor’. This would then allow intervention in the channel to increase roughness, flow and
bed form diversity and at the same time provide the extra capacity to prevent these minor ‘obstructions’
(as viewed by the farmer) overtopping his fields more frequently.
If this landownership agreement can be reached, significant work could be undertaken to utilise the
large woody material of the bank-side fringe to form partial disturbances within the watercourse. This
might take the form of mimicking the natural features/structures formed by fallen tree limbs and
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comparing the effect and aesthetics of the natural features verses the constructed features within a short
easily walkable distance.

Figure 3.3 Evidence of bank stabilisation is well hidden by time and vegetation growth. This would suggest
the planform has been altered over time

This section has easy access along the STW track and is directly off of the main A834 from Dingwall.
It has limited potential for significant immediate restoration (given the likelihood that the channel has
been realigned in its entirety over this section) due to intensive and high value land use either side.
However, many Scottish watercourses will be under similar pressures of landownership and intensive
bank top agricultural use where they flow through significant ‘farmable’ floodplains. There is the
potential to demonstrate in-channel best practice management as well as enhancement.

Figure 3.4 in some locations fallen trees have caused scour and introduced some habitat diversity
Figure 3.5 Deposition and reworking of bed material has formed riffles and small pools/long runs
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4.

Strathpeffer STW culvert to Shelter Belt

4.1

Culvert

Along this section the river passes under the STW access track, over a gauging weir and alongside the
disused railway track. Beneath the access track is a large corrugated steel culvert (approx 2m in width).
The size of the structure is such that it can most likely accommodate sediment and water transport
without difficulty and fish passage at all but very low flows (see picture). The short length and large
width allows plenty of light and the base of the culvert will often be covered by water backing up from
downstream. The most problematic element of the design is the small lip on the upstream end, though
this would be drowned out very quickly at moderate flows following most rainfall events during the
year.

Figure 4.1 The culvert was not set deep enough to sustain a natural bed within it. A step has developed at
the upper end.

4.1.1
Restoration or management options
Various pre-barrage and in culvert baffle solutions exist where a structure is introduced to either mimic
roughness in the culvert or raise water levels immediately downstream to drown out its impact on fish
and invertebrate passage. An alternative is to narrow the channel downstream of the culvert to reduce
velocities and build up within the base of the culvert and form a natural bed (see figure 7.1)

4.2

Gauging weir

From here the river flows alongside the works until it reaches the gauging weir. This weir is designed
to pass low flows through a central dished section whereas high flows will pass between vertical
concrete walls. The shape of this type of structure is particularly problematic for fish passage as it relies
on a long gradual ‘tail’ that allows very little depth but relatively high velocities (reducing the
likelihood of affecting the flow heights measured). In this case the downstream apron is too short to
prevent scour and a pool has developed where the concrete apron meets the natural river bed. Through
natural adjustment and/or modification of the bed levels downstream, the water level retained in the
pool is below that of the concrete apron. In effect fish have to jump the 10-15 cm lip to get onto the fast
flowing and shallow concrete base to make an attempt to get over the structure. At high flows, once the
concrete base is drowned out, passage should be far easier for Sea Trout in particular.
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Figure 4.2 SEPA gauging weir. An obstacle to fish passage and an interruption to sediment transport.

Electro fishing surveys have found higher densities of fry below the weir compared to the above reach,
suggesting that the weir forms a physical barrier to spawning. The assertion from habitat mapping is
also that the spawning habitat is equally good above the weir. However, this should be taken in context
with the marginal habitat. It could be that the spawning potential is good but the adult and fry habitat is
more suitable in the section just below the weir (suggested from observation of the difference in riparian
fringe and channel size and complexity on the day of the site visit).

Figure 4.3 Impounded reach above the gauging weir. Fine sediment is covering the gravel bed
Figure 4.4 Below the weir the natural gradient and higher velocity defines a different in-channel character

4.2.1
Restoration or management options
The true impact of the weir (and culvert) is critical as the opportunity to ‘ease’ passage past a
functioning gauging weir is often very limited. Bypassing a gauging weir invalidates the results as it
reduces the actual volume of water passing through the rated section (i.e. trying to accurately measure
someone’s height whilst they are kneeling down!). Similarly, notching, pre-barrages and fish ladders
also impact on the precisely specified dimensions/functioning of the gauging structure.
SEPA should be contacted to find out the relative importance to the gauging network of the weir and if
there are any plans for refurbishment/replacement/abandonment in the future. Ultrasonic or ADCP
gauging can be much less intrusive and provide better levels of passage for most fish species.
The one possible improvement that could be made with minimal impact on the structure and its
continuous flow records is the raising of the pool downstream, back to the original design water level up
the apron’s lip (to avoid the drop off at the lip now evident). This could be done by using a ‘structural’
pre-barrage (partial low level obstruction to raise water levels) or achieved here (due to the small height
M. Janes
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rise needed) by constriction (narrowing) of the channel at the end of the pool, to cause a backwater
effect and raise the pool level.

4.3

Wooded ravine

Below the weir the river is quickly swallowed by a steeper sided reach created by the right bank wall of
the valley side and the left bank agricultural levee. Mature trees line the right bank and valley side, with
many fallen limbs and ready-to-fall trees forming (or available to form) features within the still
constrained channel. There is very visual evidence of historic fly tipping (probably accessed via the old
railway route) which impacts on the aesthetics of this reach. As the river progresses downstream the
bank becomes thickly lined with tall alders and is densely shaded. These trees’ roots have very
effectively bound the banks together and this has resulted in limited physical variation in channel width
and in-channel features, though the resulting habitat is far from poor.

Figure 4.5 Mature trees being undercut and/or leaning after heavy winds, provide cover and, where inchannel, scour and further bed features.
Figure 4.6 Historical tipping clearly visible

4.3.1
Restoration or management options
The reach below the weir has the potential to be used to demonstrate the use of large woody material to
increase the habitat value of a watercourse. It is constrained within a deep channel and flood risk is
therefore lower compared to other locations along the river. There are examples in place of large wood
deflecting flows, creating bed features and scouring deep pools. In addition, some of the trees and their
limbs that overhang the river could be used to demonstrate how to ‘drop’ and then construct beneficial
features, mimicking the existing ones.
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Figure 4.7 Further fallen limbs providing turbulence and causing scour and increased habitat diversity
Figure 4.8 Tall alder trees dominate the bank. Hinging a number of these and fixing them across the
channel should allow a more diverse bed morphology to develop, with an associated increase in ecological
habitat. These woody structures would be minimal and should not be designed to form total cross channel
obstructions.

At the lower end of the section, where the smaller alders dominate the bank edge, again there is the
potential to introduce more flow and habitat diversity by felling a number of these (20 or so year old)
trees and lodging them into the channel. The aim here would be to create partial barriers that have an
influence at a range of flows without becoming a complete blockage to flood flows. Felling selected
trees for use in the channel would also allow more light penetration to encourage marginal macrophyte
and riparian vegetation growth. The limbs would need to be well secured at both ends, most likely a
combination of the hinged stump and an adjacent root mass
Disadvantages of this site include access. This was from the left bank from the STW site along a steep
bank on top of the crumbling and rabbit holed levee top. The left bank is arable with winter grazing of
root vegetables and fenced from the river levee, further restricting access. A more direct access route
would need to be agreed with the landowner to make good use of any potential demonstration site.
Additionally, access from downstream may be possible.

Figure 4.9 Looking downstream from the culvert bridge at the STW track, there is a distinct agricultural
embankment between the river bank and the arable field. This restricts the room available for planform
changes due to the associated risk of eroding into the left bank and the embankment. With limited lateral
room for movement the focus must be restricted to in-channel works.
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5.

Stock ford at shelter belt to Millnain (A834
bridge)

5.1

Recent river works

An abrupt change occurs between landownership at Blairninich. The wide alder lined gravel bed
channel suddenly opens out into a recently devastated 200m length trapezoidal channel devoid of
marginal or riparian vegetation. Works recently undertaken by the landowner for the purpose of
agricultural improvement are indicative of other parts of the country where lack of understanding of the
relevant (and still relatively new) legislative constraints leads to habitat loss and potential prosecution
and remediation works. Unfortunately remediation (even restoration) is likely to take decades to return
the lost habitat and associated ecology.

Figure 5.1 Looking towards the pine tree shelter belt, the site of recent channel works. A bare bank
trapezoidal channel.

5.1.1
Restoration or management options
There is both a legislative driver (SEPA written warning) and a necessary restoration demonstration
need at this site. Given the devastation caused by the works, there is also the possibility to encourage
the landowner to look at wider restoration of the watercourse within the southern rough grazing pasture.
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Figure 5.2 Channel after works
Figure 5.3 The right bank is a wide grazed floodplain with historic channels evident on the ground and
from aerial photos. Here space is not a limiting factor.

Returning some of the lost sinuosity that the river would once have demonstrated would enable the
channel to be realigned to the south. Land could be made available within the pasture with agreement
of the landowner. A more varied bank profile with width, depth and bank slope variation could be
demonstrated alongside planting or, if preferred, native regeneration. See figure 5.2 below for examples
of the type of habitat envisaged.

Figure 5.4 Downstream of the impacted reach, the Peffery has room to erode, deposit and form multiple
channels whilst providing grazing and watering for stocked animals. This should be used as a
template/demonstration site for restoration
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Much depends on the attitude of the landowner, the driver from SPEA and the Fishery Board and, once
again, access arrangement for site visits.

5.2

Meandering channel

Just beyond the bare channel, the river planform becomes far more representative of this lowland
floodplain location and the in channel features that it can then support, though within a grazed area.
Initially, bankside alders and hawthorn provide some bankside cover and deep holes within the root
systems of eroding banks. The good arable land is to the north of the river and thus the watercourse
here has a wide corridor in which to migrate (via erosion and deposition). Some trampling of banks is
evident, however stocking appears to be light for the size of the area and thus trampling here is
beneficial in helping to create shallow poached margins of differing ecological and species value to the
main channel and the floodplain. In places, where the bankside vegetation becomes more frequent, the
channel has begun to form side channels, islands, damp marginal ledges, small wetland features, eroding
cliffs (though generally less that 1m in height) and associated deposits of this eroded silt, sand, gravel
and cobble forming riffles and bars.

Figure 5.5 Tortuous meanders, eroding bends and gravel shoals suggest the features that could be
considered elsewhere
Figure 5.6 Wet rush dominated meadow in a low ‘delta’ area. No evidence of significant intervention.
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Figure 5.7 Multiple thread channel with mature islands likely formed by overtopping and scouring of a
secondary course. Little to suggest that this type of channel is causing a problem for the landowner or the
animals occasionally grazed here.

This mosaic of habitats should be the template for any proposed restoration of the upper works site.

5.2.1
Restoration or management options
A concern is that this is under the same ownership as the worked section. It would be preferable for the
landowner to understand the harm caused by the initial works and seek assurance that no further works
are proposed without seeking SEPA consent through the Controlled Activity Regulations (CAR).
Limited fencing off of a section of the riverbank would allow demonstration of the benefits of allowing
the development of a denser riparian corridor. Temporary fencing for 2-5 years, depending on the plant
species native to the river, should allow sufficient growth to overcome periodic low intensity grazing of
the kind assumed to be in place at present.
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6.

Millnain (A834) to Mill of Insch Bridge

Once to the north of the A834, the channel emerges from a short wooded stretch into arable fields.
Similar to Section 2 described above, the channel has a narrow fringe of trees and is squeezed by the
agricultural levees raised to offer a small level of protection from flooding. The channel has clearly
been managed for a long time (most likely centuries), ever since arable cultivation of the floodplain
occurred. The resulting channel (as viewed from three bridge crossings) is disconnected from its
floodplain, straight and most likely deepened over time and has very little bed variation offering limited
habitat diversity.

Figure 6.1 Again the Peffery is straight and embanked with only a narrow fringe of trees once it enters
good agricultural land.

Just west of Dingwall, arable gives way to grazing and the channel margins lose their tree cover but gain
a dense herb and grass bank cover with greater marginal vegetation growth due to the absence of
shading pressure. The growth of marginal macrophytes has a beneficial impact on flow diversity as it
acts to move the flow from side to side where dense stands of reed begin to occupy the edge and reach
out into the channel.

Figure 6.2 Upstream of Docharty Road, the agricultural embankments disappear as the dominant land use
is grazing
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6.1.1
Restoration or management options
There appears limited scope for immediate enhancement works (widening of the riparian corridor,
introduction of large wood, encouraging sinuosity) within the current confines (physical and landowner
willingness) along this 4 km section. The land is valuable agricultural land and any suggestion of land
take for realignment, bed raising or woody material placement for habitat enhancement is probably
unrealistic. Changes here will take a concerted approach to land management and farm practices in
conjunction with SRDP options or major investment in the river as a best practice demonstration site
releasing funds to purchase riparian land. These are likely to be longer term, but should be looked at as
part of the overall vision for the watercourse.

6.2

Tributary burns

At least nine tributary burns drain the hillside north of Fodderty, but nearly all are heavily impacted by
culverting and intensive agricultural land use (siltation). They are disconnected from the main channel
by the linear levees lining the river, requiring a culvert to avoid breaking this protection from periodic
flood flows. Spawning would commonly have taken place up many of these tributaries, however they
now cannot be accessed due to the culverts and much of the gravel bed is covered with fine sediment.
6.2.1
Restoration or management options
The most likely option for habitat restoration/gain is to identify a number of the tributaries where
spawning habitat might most feasibly be established (accessibility and gravel bed). The demonstration
value of such restoration work would be considerable given the similar fate of many tributary spawning
burns in other rivers.
In the first instance it would be helpful to carry out a walkover survey of the tributaries and note the
pressures and impacts on each, along with the options for improvement. These options could then be
married against possible funding drivers/grants/incentives for the landowners. It would only take one
tributary to act as a demonstration pilot to attempt to influence other landowners (locally and as part of
wider visits to the catchment).

Figure 6.3 One of a number of tributary burns flowing north-south into the river, but culverted through
the agricultural embankments
Figure 6.4 A similar tributary, culverted into the river. Little more than a field drain alongside the arable
fields.
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7.

Mill of Insch Bridge to tidal weir

After passing below Docharty Road through another large corrugated steel culvert (figure 7.1) the
Peffery flows alongside the rear of a number of industrial units on the right bank, and through a small
area of woodland before reaching Robert’s Bridge. This culvert has been set such that the bottom two
thirds of the structure is buried in the bed of the channel, negating the problems of passage associated
with high velocities over a culvert base of the structure at the upstream sewage treatment works.

Figure 7.1 Culvert has a wide natural bed so minimal impact
Figure 7.2 This reach below the culvert has recently been cleared and deepened

7.1

Woodland walk

The river is much less tightly constrained than immediately upstream, and a small degree of sinuosity
returns. The channel itself appears to have undergone significant dredging in the recent past and has
also reportedly been cleared of trees and marginal/in-channel vegetation in the last 5 years as a result of
flooding concerns. Much of this material is visible on the left bank (large felled trees and mounds of
gravel/cobble and sand/silt).

Figure 7.3 Informal access from Docherty Road to the town centre
Figure 7.4 Material (gravel and large willow trees) from the clearance work is evident along the left bank

Access to the river is possible along this left bank with an informal path evident. The right bank is a
high embankment protecting an industrial unit and constraining the channel. The path crosses a number
M. Janes
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of small tributaries issuing from within (or perhaps further above) the wood. These appear to ‘hang’
approx. 50cm above their confluence with the Peffery and show a sharp drop in bed height down to the
river which suggests that the river bed is now lower than it once was.

Figure 7.5 Tributary burns emerging from the wet woodland on the left bank
Figure 7.6 These burn confluences have started to introduce some morphological features to the bed

The river turns a distinct corner after approx 300m, with a tributary joining from the left bank. This
burn descends down the wooded slopes from Tulloch Castle and passes through a number of large and
poorly placed (for fish passage) culverts. The culverts hang above the stream making passage almost
impossible. Access paths (surfaced and informal) run along the path in places linking various
residential areas.

Figure 7.7 Large tributary burn from Tulloch Castle
Figure 7.8 The burn is of little use for spawning due to obstructions
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In-channel features are developing within the channel, but with maintenance works have been
undertaken in the recent past, habitat diversity and physical features are likely to be relatively newly
formed.

Figure 7.9 Marginal ledge created by deposition from the tributary entering (just out of picture on left)

7.1.1
Restoration and management options
Any proposals for works to restore or enhance the in-channel environment will have to demonstrate no
additional flood risk to the town’s infrastructure and properties.
In-channel works to add features to the bed should look at importing gravel (from the mounds available
along the bank as well as redistributing the bed material currently in the channel. The import could be
as short a distance as grading the bankside mounds and returning the granular material to the channel.
A there is also a supply of large woody material on site this could, in places where flood risk allows, be
used to help to sustain or create areas of flow variability, and changes in bed depth (pools, riffles, glides,
etc). It would be important to restrict features to less than the channel width to avoid the rapid
accumulation of material that can occur in flood events and the formation of a major blockage. Large
wood should be fail-safe anchored into the bank as well as being fixed in place, such that in the event of
the feature being dislodged it would be tethered and prevented from floating off downstream. Works in
urban areas also often have a degree of maintenance liability that would need to be accepted by the town
council or another organisation/group. The key to its success it to minimise this but also state it clearly
and have responsibility adopted from the beginning.
Some initial work has been trialled by the Wild Trout Trust as part of a practical demonstration open
day. WTT are able to offer practical advice and access to funding to achieve river habitat improvements
to benefit wild trout stocks and the wider river environment (www.wildtrout.org).
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Access potential for a riverside walk (as noted by the WTT (Walker 2009)) is good. The Trust plan to
meet with the Local Authority and Dingwall Environment Group in early 2011, and give a formal
presentation to the Local Councillors, to gain support and interest in the Peffery catchment
demonstration project.
This section of river exhibits very different characteristics from the upper reaches and the more natural
freely eroding and depositing section 4. However, its close proximity to the town (within the outskirts
of the town) offers potential to use the river as an educational tool to inform residents and upstream
landowners of the value of the river, pressures on it and what they might expect to see (Sea Trout, etc)
in their river. In addition, as a SEPA Restoration Fund demonstration site, it would demonstrate what
can be achieved in a public open space, with flood risk and urban development constraints for the local
community, the river and its wildlife.

7.2

Town centre – Roberts Bridge to Pefferside Park

From Roberts Bridge the Peffery continues along the rear of Burn Crescent towards Dingwall Academy
through a vegetated and woody riparian zone. It then flows beneath the A862 and under the railway into
Pefferside Park.
Once in the Park formal footpaths follow the river to Peter’s Bridge and once over the bridge, connect to
the linear footpath past the weir to the tidal riverside walk beyond. The weir retains a level of water
back to the large 90 degree bend in the park. Here silt is settling out in this suddenly over-wide and
ponded reach (figure 7.10).
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Figure 7.10 Wide low gradient and impounded silty reach at Peter’s Bridge

7.2.1
Restoration and management options
Access to the river is good and there is the potential to link this section to the upstream woodland walk.
River maintenance discussions should be had with the council to look for opportunities to enhance the
natural character of the river through the park. This would require a more detailed appraisal of options
for this urban reach. It should be noted that in urban areas the local public’s vision of a ‘good quality’
watercourse may be significantly different to the project partners, as therefore would the activities to be
prioritised. Landscape, amenity, access, safety, are all likely to feature higher than naturalness, and
ecological and hydromorphological quality. The challenge in urban reaches is to achieve the former
grouping through application of the latter.
The education opportunities should also be incorporated into the vision for the Peffery. Explanation
material stating what the river is, what it supports, who it benefits and why it is being invested in are a
good way to help to gradually increase understanding and appreciation. In turn this often has a knock
on influence on landowners, councils and other stakeholders who begin to see the wider benefits of
being associated with river restoration (PR, etc).
A good and extensive example of promoting rivers to local people is the Living Rivers project based on
the River Avon in Hampshire, Wiltshire and Dorset. http://www.livingriver.org.uk/what_is_project/
The principles of engaging with the local population are very transferable and the project also
demonstrates how additional funding that might not otherwise have been appropriate for physical river
restoration can add to the value of the overall catchment project.
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8.

Tidal weir to Cromarty Firth

Adjacent to the Council Offices a weir denotes the break for freshwater and tidal saline water. It is felt
by CFFT that the weir does not construe a significant obstacle to salmonids entering the Peffery system
at high tide. Clearly it will have an impact on fine sediment movement downstream and this material
will be settling out in the impounded backwater area upstream to Peter’s Bridge in the park. Many
rivers have a tidal limit weir to define this extent and in Dingwall it also acts to provide a static level for
formal paths and grass banks in Pefferside Park.
Its impact on the hydromorphology and nature of the Peffery is minimal when compare with the
potential issues of introducing tidal range differences and bare mud flats (the case below the weir) into
the centre of the town.

Figure 8.1 Weir marking the tidal limit of the Cromarty Firth
Figure 8.2 Tidal nature of the lower reaches of the Peffery

Immediately downstream of the weir the Peffery become tidal and so its character changes significantly.
There is a footpath accessing the left bank for much of its remaining journey into the Firth.
8.1.1
Restoration and management options
The issue of invasive bankside plant species is being tackled here.
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9.

Catchment context

9.1

Catchment based restoration ‘vision’

The Peffery has a number of distinct reach types (whether defined hydromorphologically or on the basis
of wider distinct changes (vegetation type, landuse, channel pattern, etc). There are a number of
locations along the Peffery where restoration work could be undertaken, with results ranging from
‘demonstration’ of basic measures to impact on the watercourse and floodplain.
The ability to achieve these and other longer timescale and/or larger scale changes depends on defining
a ‘vision plan’ for the river (in its broadest ‘catchment’ terms) by formally combining the outcome of
the potential restoration and habitat enhancement measures. This plan needs to clearly identify the local
stakeholders and their attitude to the changes proposed.
It is likely that river restoration on the Peffery and elsewhere will still be undertaken on a very
opportunistic basis for the foreseeable future, given the need to acquire funding and landowner
willingness as the two major limiting factors. However, these opportunities should be able to be judged
and pursued in order of priority through the already defined vision/restoration plan. This allows
targeting of general funds, of effort in working with priority landowners and in assessing the whether an
‘opportunity’ is in fact good investment of time and resources for the output it will give. In some
instances, opportunities that arise may be counterproductive. For example, restoration of in channel bed
features above a weir would be a poor investment if the weir is deemed an obstacle for fish and
morphologically problematic and its removal is part of the long term vision, and this work would alter
the upstream bed levels.

9.2

Physical restoration planning processes guidance

In England, the Environment Agency and Natural England are producing Restoration Plans for the
priority SSSI Rivers. Guidance on the visioning process is now relatively advanced with a number of
the plans finished and able to be used as best examples. This work entails setting the vision for the
watercourse and its floodplain based on the river type and SSSI designations. Fluvial audit and
ecological survey are interpreted in tandem to prioritise work required over a long time frame (around
50 years). Many of the plans cite structural barriers as the highest priority whilst recognising the
constraints of ownership, money and landscape changes that are associated with their likely timescale
for achievement. Interdependence is also identified to avoid poor decision making and poor investment.
This process has produced relatively easily digestible broad scale plans for what these two agencies and
other stakeholders wish to see for the river. This then allows more targeted one to one discussions with
individual landowners to look at the details of how each element of the plan might be delivered, such
that detailed design work is only commenced once landowner in-principle agreement has been gained.
RRC is on the SSSI Restoration Plans steering group with EA and NE. For further details and contacts
for the Restoration Project Manager please contact RRC.
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10. Summary


The River Peffery is impacted by a variety of common pressures and the small catchment
covers a typical range of steep mountain slope, woodland, agriculture, urban and tidal landuse
types;



The lower reaches of the Peffery though the flat valley bottom represents a small manageable
unit (approx. 8km). These reaches demonstrate most of the above landuse/landscape types, a
variety of pressures and impacts and changes in morphology;



The Cromarty Firth Fisheries Trust and the Moray Firth Sea Trout Project have been able to
gain a good level of interest in the idea of river restoration.;



There are a good range of possible sites for restoration or habitat enhancement through this
lower section that can be developed further through detailed design discussions with the
immediate stakeholders;



The constraints to achieving the restoration work possibilities are manageable but individual
reach based schemes should be viewed within a time period that is realistic (perhaps tagged as
short, medium and long term);



Producing a ‘vision’ for the watercourse would take the views of stakeholders and the local
community and provides a general outline for what the river should look like. This could be
used to structure the order in which sites/work is prioritised, implemented and also set decisions
about opportunistic projects (funding, landowner changes, etc) to be considered within this
wider context to achieve the goals of the vision.

Reference
Walker, A. 2009. Wild Trout Trust advisory visit to River Peffery, By Dingwall. Available to download
from www.wildtrout.org.
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